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Abstract: 

In this paper a  review of India’s past   and events up to present times are highlighted. 

Post independent legacy is presented. Present day existing political parties relevance to the 

nation is explained. The reasons, why the nation is failing is also discussed and what are the 

expected measures to be taken to ensure the survival of such an ancient nation is enlisted. 

This is presented with an objective to  save India to save the world. 

 

Introduction: 

India has a long mythology and historical past and it’s ancient and it is difficult to exactly pin 

point  the date of origin. From various texts, available records and age old customs, traditions 

and underwater remains it is estimated that nothing less than 50,000 years. Ayodhya remains 

are not traceable which is considered to exist in an era of Treta yuga, lasting 3,600 divine 

years.  Dwaraka remains are under sea and it astonishes archeologists, workmanship of 

structures expectedly belonging to Dvapara  yuga, and is estimated to be another 3,600 divine 

years. The present ongoing times is Kali yuga,  already completed 3102 divine years. 

Historical evidences it is very difficult to gauge the exact time but in comparison to existing 

Egyptian pyramids, Hebrews literature ,old testaments and Mahenzodaro- Harappan remains 

western historians  fixed at 5000 b.c.  

This being the age one can deduce from available texts, tamarapatras and cultural utensils, 

clothing and ornaments, it can be assessed that could be very old much beyond the known 

dates of the rest of the  world. Thus the words Santana dharma is often referred in the present 

times. Therefore it is presumed that the  human kind existed during Santana dharma which 

prevailed during satya yug and considered to be one of the most divine years resting on four 

pillars.  

During the last three thousand years of kali yug, dharma is resting on single leg meaning the 

end  of the cycle. During this yug India has faced number of invasions, numerous wars were 

fought. Budhism 563 bc, spread throughout the then existing world and has taken deep roots 

but sadly the same was uprooted from India by Hindu sages by 600 ad, through religious 

discourses as it was challenging  the very survival of Sanatana dharma, which is considered 

eternal. Hindu dharma was codified incorporating budhist principles and Budha was accorded 
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a place as one of the Dasa avatars.  Islamic invasion had its impact on all round aspects of the 

established order. British era has completely undermined native pride and English language 

introduction in government and education has resulted in low esteem of the past. 

After independence, India faced multiple challenges such as communal divide, mass poverty, 

mass illiteracy, British legacy, lack of self confidence followed by assassination of Mahatma 

Gandh, presently hatred is dominating at the cost of human dharma, which is the strength of 

India that world respects, all this was a challenge for the ancient nation to overcome at the 

earliest and survive as a nation.  

Inheritance, Post Independence: 

British Raj created an administrative structure to rule India and exploit economic resources. 

In the process it has followed the policy of divide and rule. It has sown the seeds of division 

through cast, community, regions and religions and other faiths. 

 

In the area of employment there existed ICS, IPS, IFS, engineering services, medical 

services, veterinary services, horticulture and agricultural service apart from administrative 

revenue collection system spread till village level. These services were independent and 

highly efficient but were serving the interests of British Raj. Heads of these were 

predominantly whites. These officers were clear about methodology of governance and were 

trained in Britain to cater to their objectives. 

 

After independence, India continued with same existing setup created by the British. Thus the 

same exploitative system is in vogue even today except that the higher echelons are occupied 

by Indians trained under British and later continued in the form of Indian Administrative 

Services. Further, after Gandhiji's assassination, there was no one to guide democratic 

procedures and practices and the dream of Swaraj remained a dream. Thus continuing with 

the legacy is like pushing the nation and societies to the desired goals of Raj i.e., divide and 

rule, leading to exploitation, although it appears lot of cosmetic changes are made from time 

to time. 

 

Although under Dr.B.R.Ambedkarji's Chairmanship a final draft of the constitution was 

submitted but he was unhappy with the same and commented that, we built the temples for 

the gods to be installed but before that devils have taken place. Indian political system was 

dominated by the then  Rajas of erstwhile Princely states, highly qualified Zamindars, 
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Jagirdars and freedom fighters in the forefront from all over India. The people in general 

were not involved in governance and thus misunderstood democracy is misplaced and the 

consequences were disastrous. Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister, in his first address 

to the nation has pinpointed three ills of the nation firstly mass illiteracy, mass poverty and 

communal divide and promised to get rid of them in twenty years. Over the years nation has 

added corruption and pollution which is more dangerous with disastrous consequences. 

 

Electioneering involved huge finances and thus alienated masses and intellectuals. All the 

political positions and entire polity has drifted into the hands of rich, neo-rich and antisocial 

elements. The rich and poor divide has widened, threatening the very survival of people and 

hence the nation. Globalization has thrown the doors wide open for exploitation of natural 

resources and age old land owners of different holdings were acquired for the investors. 

People were rendered home-less and have turned to employment in their own lands. People in 

power have taken advantage of the situation and amassed huge finances and assets both 

legally and illegally. The law and order was catering to the needs of rich, neo-rich and 

overseas investors. The accepted democracy was no more in vogue. Entire democratic system 

of the people, for the people, by the people was in practice paved way for the rich, of the rich, 

by the rich. 

 

Presently political system is at its lowest ebb. The government is too shy to get rid of 

corruption which is thriving at all echelons. Number of ministers have been charged of 

corruption and were sent to jails. Large sums of money  stashed in foreign banks and 

siphoning off to overseas continue. Situation is alarming, if it is not attended on priority basis 

nation may not get another opportunity to restore or repair. Anarchy may prevail with large 

scale suicides possible. It is time to raise to the occasion, open up to needs of the national 

emergency and attend to the duty of the nation and people. Arise and awake, be proud of 

yourself, be proud of your nation and let loose your patriotic instincts. Fight for the survival 

of democracy and bring in peoples participation and make the nation truly a democratic 

nation i.e. Swaraj,  an inclusive development. 

 

Present Day Political Parties Relevance: 

India immediately after Independence has adopted democracy and socialistic nation. The 

constitution of India assures people centric approach In India there are more than 2500 parties 
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registered at national level and state level. Unfortunately none of the political parties have 

any understanding of democracy, no love or respect for people, rather they have become 

partners waiting for alliances with other parties for gains of power and fortunes. It is because 

of this attitude of the parties peoples interests are being neglected and the system is getting 

rotten. During the course of last seventy plus years, people from state of hope are now 

reduced to that of beggars waiting for Government support from time to time for the very 

survival. People are being deprived of education, health, water, agriculture, employment,  

pride of living resulting in dejected living standards, left with little hope or no hope in the 

near future, causing large scale suicides. 

None of these parties aspiring for power have knowledge of managing any of the above 

mentioned issues related to civic society. Neither, they have the knowledge of managing 

cities, development of cities nor traffic management, flood management, road development, 

fore seeing possible disaster nor preparedness for disaster management. Their lack of 

knowledge of creating opportunities, unaware of agricultural marketing strategies, 

improvement or growth opportunities of business strategies, methods of empowering women 

force, generation of resources at different levels be it village, Mandal or District level is a 

great impediment for decentralized growth centers and lack of desire to empower at all levels, 

resulting in resource crunch and people are losing interest in their professions. Political 

parties are more interested in empowering themselves and resorting to all sorts of 

undemocratic, unhealthy and inhuman practices without any productivity is the biggest insult 

to democracy. All this happened Before Corona (B.C.) but it should be full stop to such 

existing practices After Corona (AC). 

Why we are failing as a nation: 

After Independence we have adopted parliamentary form of democracy. This form of 

democracy succeeds with active participation of  people, i.e inclusiveness at all levels 

ensuring decentralization be at Village level,  Mandal level,  District level,  State level or 

Nation level. In the beginning we started off well and achieved self-sufficiency and 

technological growth; But due to various reasons of unrest and political  turmoil’s specially 

post emergency we drifted to centralized authoritarianism resulting in exclusive form of 

government resulting indiscipline, corruption, pollution and officials apathy towards people. 

Every nation in the world have failed by exclusive governance. Successive governments 

continued with centralized form of govt., against the established democratic norms and 

people were silent spectators. At present the nation, drifted towards lawlessness leading to 
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stunted growth and empowered some businessmen and industrialists resulting to capitalistic 

form. People were not taught to involve in adopting this form only those nearer to power 

centre have thrived. People’s representatives be it  Sarpanches, Mandal Presidents, 

legislators, parliamentarians including Officials were not aware of their role towards people, 

such changing scenario resulted in peoples exclusion. Thus there is a need to educate people 

concerned not only through explanation but by demonstration and experimentation before it 

is too late. Need of the hour is to protect  nation and society and hence desires well meaning 

and educated people specially unemployed educated youth to raise to the occasion and 

safeguard themselves and thus nation is protected. 

What is expected: 

Well meaning people with love for people requires to lead from the front. The existing 

political parties have not realized the gravity of the situation. They are happy with sharing of 

spoils and enjoying and are blind to the impending danger to economy ,large scale 

unemployment, farmers distress, business dwindling and stagnation, closure of manufacturing 

industries and whatever is left is destroyed by Covid19  pandemic. 

 

India is a free country. In our constitution we have pledged, through freedom, we shall solve 

the problems and reshape the destiny, inculcating our own ideas, ideals and needs. The first 

problem is the dismal poverty and backwardness of more than thousand million people. 

Second is the illiteracy of millions of them. The third problem is divisive cast, communal 

loyalties weakening our democracy. Fourth is the corruption eating into our social fabric. All 

these problems have to be tackled by ourselves. No foreign power is willing to help us, nor it 

is advisable to seek others, to solve our problem. What we want is progress and development 

realization. The progress of any country is dependent on its agriculture and Industrial 

development. No doubt, post-independent India has seen rapid advances in Irrigation sector, 

agricultural development, science and technology, higher education, industrial sector and 

many other areas. The help rendered by Russia, formerly USSR requires to be acknowledged. 

But the dismemberment of USSR and the end of the cold war has changed the very thinking 

of the United Nations and member countries. The concept of Globalization has gained 

momentum and forced developed countries to subscribe to it. This has pushed Indian 

industry, which never had any R&D support, nor any Institutional support, into dismal 

situation. Thus, there is an urgent need to address the need for an industry, institute and R&D 

interaction. This requires an inspired national effort. No theories ever made a nation greater. 
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No amount of books can help us to become purer. The only power is realization, and that lies 

in ourselves and comes from thinking. Let people think. The glory of man is that he is 

thinking being. It is the nature of man to think and therein he differs from other beings. This 

situation demands responsible role of our politicians, administrators, businessmen, 

professionals, teachers and other fellow citizens.  

Such situation is to be faced with war footing measures. It is possible by involving people’s 

representatives, executive employees, social workers, grass root personal and specially 

unemployed youth and a greater responsibility rests on suffering business people and grass 

root manufacturing units revival, in the process use is to be made of convenient software 

technologies. Artificial Intelligence can play great role in this regard. Self-confidence needs 

to be boosted and inclusive form of government to be encouraged and revised. All this needs 

to be taught to various people involved in the governance and selflessness is the need of the 

hour. People require motivating and supporting to take up various schemes.  

Some of the expected measures that can restore the pride of the nation is by decentralization, 

democratization. Make the best use of existing Villages and Mandals by allocating budget. 

Let people involve in governance from the grass roots and let every citizen access to equal 

opportunities and let there be competitive spirit and let electioneering devoid of money power 

and let the humblest and selfless join polity and hence a new India can see the light at the 

earliest. Towards this intellectuals have great role to play. Let them play and be part of 

historical Tryst with democracy. 

 

Conclusions: 

Thus there is an urgent need of a new party with love, respect and regard for people 

with an objective of people centric ideologies. If democracy is defined as for people, by 

people and of people, the new party to be established is to uphold the above tenets of 

democracy. Now is the right time especially After Corona (AC) virus devastation, is in-fact 

nature’s correction factor. Instead of existing   parties resorting to Rajakiyam it is appropriate 

to for a new party to practice people friendly Prajakiyam an approach towards people 

inclusive growth i.e.,Swaraj. 
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